
 

Beavercreek Online School Frequently Asked Questions II 
 
We have received many questions regarding the online learning options and preparation 
is ongoing. Below you will find questions that we received. They have been left in their 
exact form in order to best represent the thoughts of those that submitted questions. 
Please don’t forget that the deadline for completing your required OneView form is July 
31st!   
 
Registration Process for Online Option 

● I would like to enroll my 2 kids for online schooling till December, 2nd and 6th grader. 
any additional information would be helpful. They both were attending Shaw. I can not 
find out how and what to choose when I am trying to register them through Lincoln and 
Edmentum. 
The district will be sharing the course offerings for Edmentum-Courseware 
(grades 6-12) in the next few days.  Lincoln Learning (grades K-5) courses cover 
the content areas, English Language Arts, Math, Social Studies, and Science. The 
Educational Option Commitment form deadline is July 31st. Pease login to 
OneView (https://beavercreek.esvportal.com) and complete the “Return to School 
Options & Agreements” form. Once we receive the commitment forms for the 
online option, parents choosing this option will receive a confirmation email and 
information about registering for the program.  
 

● Will students have the same courses they registered for or they need to choose a new 
course load depending on what's offered online? 
Students will need to complete a registration form for the online option (send after 
July 31st deadline for commitment). The student will have access to many of the 
same courses however there are some differences. Counselors will review the 
courses selected by students to ensure students are meeting graduation 
requirements and/or selecting courses needed for  graduation.  

 
● What format is the high school Edmentum Courseware curriculum?  

The format for Edmentum and Lincoln Learning curriculum is fully online. 
Students work through interactive modules with formative assessments for 
standard mastery. 

 
● Are new survey results going to be taken into consideration into delaying the choice for a 

decision for online/in-person? 
All additional data gathered from GCPH, families and staff, will be used as the plan 
is discussed to determine what is appropriate to best serve the school 
community. 
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General Questions 
● When will teachers be available to meet with parents / students to answer questions, and 

set expectations?  
Lincoln Learning and Edmentum Courseware Teacher Student Advocates (TSAs) 
will be available to support student learning by answering questions and 
managing program expectations. Each student advocate will have available times 
to talk with or respond to questions.  Families will be notified when the TSAs are 
assigned. 
 

● Are there plans to continue with the Online Option in January, or is that a decision that 
will be made later in the year? Also I had a friend who was curious if they do Traditional 
for the first semester, and things get worse, will they be able to switch to Online in 
January?  
The online educational option will be available both first and second semesters.  
Parents may change between the options at the end of the first semester. 
 

● What will be the cost (school fee) of the online option?  
We do not anticipate a school fee for the online option. If a student returns to the 
traditional model for the 2nd semester, normal school fees will be prorated. 
 

● My son is going to be in 1st grade this year. We are pretty certain we will opt for online 
schooling for the first semester. Come January, if we decide to switch formats, what will 
his addition to a traditional classroom look like?  
An exact answer is difficult to provide due to the instructional scenario changing 
given the Risk Level the county is operating under.  
 

Level/Color Instructional Option Face Covering Requirement 

1/Yellow  Traditional 
In-School 5 days 

● Face Covering required for all K-12 students on 
buses. 

● Face Covering may be required with situations 
involve increased contact/proximity 

● Staff may require Face Coverings when a 
student is within 6 feet of staff. 

2/Orange Traditional 
In-School 5 days 

● Face Covering required for all K-12 students on 
buses. 

● Face Covering required when 6 feet social 
distance can not be maintained. 

3/Red Blended Learning 
In-School 2 days 

● Face Covering required for all K-12 students on 
buses. 

● Face Covering required when 6 feet social 
distance can not be maintained. 

4/Purple Remote Learning ● Building closed 
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● If we choose to completely homeschool is there a way to still access the extracurricular 
opportunities through the schools?  
Students who are homeschooled are eligible to participate in extra-curricular  
activities. 

 
● Are there any changes to the classes students register for the coming school year if a 

student chooses the traditional way . Will all teachers be available to teach classes or 
there is a possibility to cancel some courses.  
At this current time we do not plan on canceling or deleting any courses.  There is 
a possibility that some courses could be changed if participant numbers drop 
significantly. 
 

● When will school start for the online option?  
The exact start date is still being determined but we will provide more information 
on this in the coming weeks. 
 

● Will high school students who select the online option be able to still enroll in AFJROTC 
and Band?  
Students will still be permitted to participate in the extra-curricular portion of Band 
and AFJROTC. 
 

● If we choose online schooling, are the kids still required to do their summer reading?  
They will not be required but reading over the summer is always encouraged. 
 

● Will they have classes with other BCS students or will there be kids from other school 
districts as well?  
Students will be enrolled in the same classes as students across Ohio and 
possibly other states based on the courses enrolled. 
 

● Can the children work independently or do they require parent monitoring the whole time 
(I think this spring my boys required parent monitoring the whole time to do the work 
properly).  
There are many factors that determine this. The online course are designed to be  
completed by students without continuous support. However the motivation,  
age/engagement level, academic skills, attention span, etc. all factor in when 
determining how independent students are with this type of work. 
 

● Will there be parent oversight of progress? Can I check their work and make them re-do 
it if it's not good enough?  
Yes parents will have access to monitor student progress. 
 

● How many TSA's are there and how many students will each TSA be assigned for the 
online learning option?  
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We will be assigning the number of TSA’s once we have enrollment numbers for 
the online program. The number assigned to each TSA will be comparable to a 
typical class size. 
 

● My child plans to take the PSAT test in October. Is there a plan for PSAT this year? If 
selecting online distance learning, will my child still be able to register for and take the 
PSAT test at school? 
Students participating in the online school will have the same opportunity for the 
PSAT if that is offered. 

 
● Choosing the online option does not feel like we are still part of the Beavercreek School 

System which is the main reason we bought a house in the district. We would prefer our 
students be assigned to a Beavercreek teacher for online instruction, was there any 
thought given to designating an online teacher for each grade 
Students who choose the online option remain Beavercreek City Schools students 
and can participate in any allowable school events or extracurricular activities. 
All options were explored. Each online student will be assigned a Beavercreek 
teacher as a Teacher Student Advocate (TSA), but the core instruction and 
assessment will be supplied by the online tools.  We agree that offering full online 
classes with our staff is optimal and are working towards that goal, but at this time 
the online platforms selected provide the best option for our students. 

 
● I’m afraid we will be forced to choose between a subpar education online or to send her 

to in-person school and hope she doesn’t get COVID-19. Is there a more extensive 9-12 
course listing that hasn’t been sent out yet? Why will certain classes be offered in person 
but not online? It seems unfair for the families that want to stay home & do online 
learning. 
Course offerings were shared on 7/23/2020. We continue to work with the GCESC 
and Edmentum to determine additional courses that may be able to be created. 
 

● Can you explain why Beavercreek selected an online school provider that has no 
scholarship or honors courses and only basic language courses? You are creating a 
situation for the college bound high school students where you guarantee their GPA will 
go down and their opportunity for college is decreased. It is not fair or equitable to 
provide honors and scholarship classes for some students and deny that opportunity to 
others that have health concerns. What do you plan on doing to fix this situation? 
We are aware that there are courses offered in our traditional school that are not 
currently in the online catalog. We are actively working on options to meet the 
needs of our advanced students who select online learning.  We are committed to 
making sure all of our students, whether online or traditional, have access to the 
level of course appropriate for them and that they receive the corresponding 
credit. 
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● Is Lincoln Leaning the only online learning option offering that we can choose, or are we 
able to choose something different? 
The online program for K-5 is Lincoln Learning. 
 

● At the end of last school year, we turned in his chrome book, will we be able to get him a 
new one to complete his online courses? 
Yes the technology department is working on a plan and timeline to distribute 
those. More communication to come. 
 

● Why should parents have to pay for remote learning during a pandemic when other 
school districts around the country are offering it for free? 
Parents do not have to pay for the online program. 

 
Gifted Questions 

● How does the online option affect gifted services? 
Students who select online learning will not have formal gifted services, unless 
they are taking an AP or CCP course that match areas of gifted identification. An 
optional online enrichment program will be available, but does not currently meet 
the ODE criteria of a gifted service. Elementary students in the Gifted Resource 
Room will also have an optional online program available, but services will be 
different than in the past.  
 

● If my child was supposed to do the accelerated 4/5 math track this year and he goes 
online, will that mean he will not be able to be with that group when he comes back? 
The Advanced Math 4 class is a regular Math 4 course with 5th grade 
extensions/enrichments. Every attempt will be made to ensure students are placed 
into the Advanced Math 4 course if they return mid-year, but it is dependent upon 
class size and space. All Math 4 students are eligible to be considered for possible 
acceleration into Honors Math 6 for the 2021-2022 school year.  
 

● I have reviewed the FAQ page and learned that honors classes are not supported on the 
virtual platform. I have a 7th grader in honors ELA and Honors Math. Will the classes be 
meeting the same content so that when she returns to traditional she will be able to 
rejoin at the honors level? 
All courses are aligned to the Ohio Learning Standards. The pace and depth of 
instruction in traditional honors courses will not be the same as what students 
receive online, however the foundational skills will be consistent. We will do our 
best to ensure students are placed into the appropriate courses if they return to 
traditional school from online. 
 

● My son is in honors math...will his credit still count for high school this year? 
High School credit will be issued for all appropriate courses. We are actively 
working on options to meet the needs of our advanced students who select online 
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learning.  We are committed to making sure all of our students, whether online or 
traditional, have access to the level of course appropriate for them and that they 
receive the corresponding credit. 
 
 

● If my student should be taking a scholarship or honors level class but opts for virtual 
school first semester (where these differentiated levels are not offered), will he be able to 
move into the scholarship or honors class he should be taking if he returns to traditional 
school second semester or will he be forced into a general class. Additionally, if my 
student doesn’t return to traditional classes until the 2021-22 school year can he bump 
back up to the appropriate scholarship / honors level class next in the sequence without 
issue? (This may be answered when the senior info comes out, but I want to be sure...)  
All courses are aligned to the Ohio Learning Standards. The pace and depth of 
instruction in traditional scholarship and honors courses will not be the same as 
what students receive online, however the foundational skills will be consistent. 
We will do our best to ensure students are placed into the appropriate level of 
courses if they return to traditional school. We are actively working on options to 
meet the needs of our advanced students who select online learning.  We are 
committed to making sure all of our students, whether online or traditional, have 
access to the level of course appropriate for them and that they receive the 
corresponding credit. 
 
 
 

● How should students, who have been recommended to receive higher than their 
grade-level courses choose their online courses? My 4th grader was recommended to 
take 4th and 5th grade math in the upcoming year. We have already signed and 
submitted the paperwork to accept the recommendation. What grade level of math 
course should my child choose in the online option? 
The Traditional Advanced Math 4 class is a regular Math 4 course with 5th grade 
extensions/enrichments. Students with this recommendation should enroll in the 
Math 4 class online. Every attempt will be made to ensure students are placed into 
the Advanced Math 4 course if they return mid-year, but it is dependent upon 
class size and space. All Math 4 students are eligible to be considered for possible 
acceleration into Honors Math 6 for the 2021-2022 school year.  

 
● My 10th grader will take Honors precalculus, which is the prerequisite for AP calculus. I 

saw that the online option has a precalculus A/B course, but not sure if there would be 
any level distinctions similar to the Honors versus regular class. If the online precalculus 
course is considered as a regular class, will my child still be able to take AP calculus in 
the next year?  
Students will not be denied access to advanced courses because they 
participated in online learning.  
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● My daughter will be going into 6th grade this year. She took 6th grade math last year in 

fifth grade so she wouldn’t be taking it this year. I’m leaning toward the online school 
option but I’m confused on the class offerings. If she’s signed up for the online schooling, 
will she automatically be put into sixth grade math or will she be able to be put into the 
advanced math? I believe she should be taking honors pre-algebra 7. I saw in the faq 
that honors courses aren’t available online, but I wasn’t sure if that was only for high 
school? Just looking for a little clarification. 
There are not currently any honors or scholarship courses available. We are  
expecting the availability of a Pre-Algebra 7 course, which is what your child 
would enroll in. If the Pre-Algebra 7 course is not available, Math 7 would be the  
appropriate next course in her mathematics pathway.  

 
● How will the online option affect scholarship ELA and Math? I have a 6th and 8th grader 

at Coy. Both are in scholarship ELA and math. I read in the FAQ that those options 
aren’t available online. If we choose for them to go online in the fall and they are ready to 
switch back to in person in the spring, will they stay in the scholarship track? Will they fall 
behind their peers?  
All courses are aligned to the Ohio Learning Standards. The pace and depth of  
instruction in traditional scholarship and honors courses will not be the same as 
what students receive online, however the foundational skills will be consistent. 
We will do our best to ensure students are placed into the appropriate level of 
courses if they return to traditional school. We are actively working on options to 
meet the needs of our advanced students who select online learning.  We are 
committed to making sure all of our students, whether online or traditional, have 
access to the level of course appropriate for them and that they receive the 
corresponding credit. 

 
Curriculum Questions 

● Which elective courses will be available for 6th graders within the online option? 
Course offerings will be communicated soon.  We are confirming elective options 
available to middle school students. 

 
● Our child was planning to take CCP classes at the high school. If Sinclair does not offer 

an online version of that class, does that mean he has to do in-person schooling in order 
to take those classes?  
Yes. If a CCP course is only available in person at BHS and not available through 
other partner universities or colleges, the course would not be available via the 
online Edmentum Courseware option. There are no CCP courses available 
through Edmentum Courseware. 

 
● Re: online schooling and specials lessons I understand that the online platform we'll be 

using can't cover everything, but could we get weekly lessons posted that cover some of 
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the specials? You could post ONE lesson for each grade level weekly, or even combine 
K & 1st, 2nd & 3rd, etc. Specifically in the areas of PE, art, and music, some lessons that 
cover the basic information they would get in the classroom, and maybe links to ideas for 
workouts or projects, or videos illustrating the concept. I feel there's a large gap in the 
course offerings for the elementary students, and this would help to close that gap. 
Thank you for the recommendation. This is not currently the plan, but as 
additional data is gathered from GCPH, families and staff, every aspect of the plan 
will be discussed to determine what is appropriate to best serve the school 
community.  

 
● if online doesn’t have options available (band, app creator, flight and space, etc), what 

else will the kids take in place of those classes in order to cover necessary 
requirements? Can they delay their enrollment in flight and space until the spring? Can 
my 8th grader sign up for Spanish instead of band? If a 6th grader wants to take band 
but is online 1st semester, do they forfeit their ability to join band later?  
We are working with GCESC and Edmentum to determine electives offered to  
middle school students. Flight and Space can be delayed. Students will still be  
able to join the band if they go online first semester and return for 2nd semester. 

 
 

● My son has been taking the engineering courses through "Project Lead the way". He 
needs to take the "Into to Engineering Design II" course next year. Will there be an 
equivalent offering online? Is this course offered at Greene County Center, and if so 
could he take the class through them instead, maybe as a CCP class, if he doesn't 
attend BCS in-person? 
Unfortunately, there is not a good answer for this.  The course is not online and 
cannot be taken at the Greene County Career Center. 

 
● My son will be a senior at BHS. His schedule consists of several CCP classes, however, 

we are strongly considering the online option. Since these college courses will not be 
available online through BHS, will he have the option to revise his class schedule? If so, 
how does he do this and when? 
Counselors will be sending more information to students and families. Contact  
your child’s counselor if you have specific questions. 
 

Attendance/Student Engagement Questions 
● Hello. We are seriously considering the online option for the first semester of school this 

year. Is it set up so that my daughter can do school at her own pace or is it a set 
schedule for classes throughout the day? 
Students will have flexibility when they complete the online coursework. There will 
be participation/work completion requirements but the days and times chosen to 
complete the work will be flexible. There are multiple ways students can complete 
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the course requirements such as but not limited to completing learning modules, 
and time spent actively participating in the learning environment. 

● I’m trying to figure out how to have my senior spend less time at BHS. What is the 
number of courses required for seniors? In the Course of Studies it says SIX classes are 
required, however, in reading the Q&A I am led to believe only FIVE classes are 
required. Perhaps it is different if you are taking only CCP vs a CCP / traditional school 
combo. Could a senior take the following? 1. AP French (traditional) 2. Scholarship Calc 
(traditional) 3. Scholarship Physics (traditional) 4. ONLINE CCP English 5. ONLINE CCP 
Psychology or will he need to add a sixth class? 
BHS will be sending information about senior options for reduced schedules. This  
guidance  should answer your questions.  
 

● If a student decides to start as a traditional, how long until he/she changes her mind to 
go online? 
The commitment is for the entire first semester. Students will not be able to 
transfer back and forth between online and traditional during the semester.  
 

● If a student decides to start as an online student, and then next semester changes to 
traditional, the teacher determines how to bring the student up to speed. Does this mean 
staying after hours in school, weekends, or bringing more work home? Currently there is 
no specifics on this. I know that it is a plan in development, but having an idea of 
possible solutions would be good to have. 
Teachers will be provided information about the courses offered through the 
online option so they will know exactly what students have learned and in what 
sequence.  Teachers will use assessments to determine the academic level of 
these transitioning students. Students will not have to stay after school or attend 
during weekends for transition to the traditional classroom. Teachers will support 
students and differentiate instruction.  
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